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New Student
Co-Editor Quits

Today’s Council
Actions Outlined
By DIANE TELESCO
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
In a release to the Spat tan Daily
yesterday, Phil Whitten, graduate
representative, urged all students
concerned with the parking problem at SJS to attend the Student
Council meeting today at 2:45 p.m.
in the College Union.
Whitten says he will propose
the formation of a committee composed of one or two Student Council members and several studentsat-large to investigate the parking
problem.
"The parking situation at SJS
has gotten completely out of hand.
Something must be done about it,
and it must be done now," stated
Whitten.
Other items on the council agenda include:
(1) An election to name a vice
chairman of council and chaitman

of the standing committee of council---Finance Committee, Campus
Policy Committee, and External
Policy Committee.
121 The first reading of a bill
to repeal the Freshman assembly.
The Freshman Assembly was "a
complete failure in terms of enthusiasm generated by the freshman class," said Vic Lee, ASI3
vice president. "In essence it is ,
going to take class government
out of existence," he said.
(3) The first reading of a bill
to amend the Personnel Selection
Committee. John Graham, sit.
more representative, has plorsts,,(1
that the composition of the committee be changed from 12 to 18
members, and the provision that at
least two members of each class
be represented on the committee
be deleted.
A committee of 18 members
would be separated into three
groups of six members eachone
group to do the interviewing, one
group to do recruiting and publicity and one group on call. This
would be on a rotating basis.
The proposal that at least two
members of each class be represented on the committee be deleted is because Graham feels that
Tut n -in of registration materials the committee should represent
will begin tomorrow in Morris a cross-section of the college comDaily Auditorium, All fees and munity and not of class standing.
materials must be turned in before
Monday, Sept. 26.
Packets can be turned in tomorrow between 8 a.m. and 4 p.m. and
between 5 and 8 p.m., or on Friday and Monday, Sept. 26, between
Only an ASB card will admit
8 a.m. and 4 p.m.
Only students with evening students to Saturday night’s B.Y.U.
classes will be allowed to turn in football game. Registration packmaterials after Monday without ets, SJS sweatshirts, or other evidence will not be acceptable.
paying the usual $5 late fee.
Students must enter through
Students with evening classes
can turn in materials on Monday, special gates on the East side of
Sept. 26, and Tuesday, Sept. 27, the stadium, accessible from 10th
Street, and will not be admitted
from 5 to 8 p.m.
Materials and fees will not be at other gates. Seats are on a
first -come, first-served basis.
accepted after Sept. 29.

Pat Heffernan, co-editor and copublisher of the New Student
newspaper, resigned yesterday with
a blast at the "gross irresponsibility" and "flagrant violations of
’OTHERS NOT INTERESTED’
the cannons of journalism" on the
"The other editors were not inpart of his partners, Ira Meltzer
terested in news," he said. "They
and Phil Whitten.
Heffernan, who was managing printed opinion. Not only did they
editor of the Spartan Daily last show a total lack of responsibility,
semester, said, "I entered associa- but also went out of their way to
tion with Ira and Phil with the insult the people in student govidea of publishing an independent ernment and administration who
newspaper for the benefit of SJS had previously bent over backstudents. But I found that deci- wards to help their publication.
sions affecting the New Student They showed gross irresponsibility
were the concern of the editorial in both fiscal and journalism areas,
board--and the vote was always and committed flagrant violations
2-1. Thus, the product of my asso- of the canons of journalism, parciation was for the benefit of Ira ticularly in the area of libel."
--rr

RECORD NUMBER of students registered for
classes last week. Final totals are not yet known.
These same thousands of students have to turn
A

hv

Bros,11

in their registration materials and pay their fees
tomorrow, Friday and next week.

Money Shortage Delays
Need ASB Card Tower Hall Landscaping
At Saturday Game

Dr. Gilbaugh says he feels he
cannot get a fair hearing due to
the makeup of the hearing panel.
It includes two state college presidents, a vice-president, a professor
and a dean from different state
colleges. The board was appointed
by Chancellor Dumke, who also
is responsible for the appointment
and dismissal of these men, Dr.
Gilbaugh points out.
OPPOSITION
Gilbaugh has objected to a number of developments at SJS. These
include "my opposition to the appointment to the San Jose State
College faculty of an alleged
Marxist, who nevertheless, was appointed by the president of the
college, (2) my opposition to the
establishment of the position of
dean of undergraduate studies,
which. nevertheless, was created,
-

By PATSY MILLER

Returning San Jose State students looking forward to a revitalized and scenic Tower Hall will
find the acreage as barren as in
the spring.
Landscape work on the proposed
Tower Hall plaza has been delayed
due to insufficient funds.
According to Dr. C. Grant Burton, SJS executive dean, the lowest bid received was $16,440 above

the allotted $122,550 for the project. The decision must now be
made whether to supplement the
present funds or reduce the landscaping project.
The decision rests with the Board
of Trustees, who meet in October.
The final decision will be made by
the State Department of Public
Works.
The Tower Hall plaza project,
originally aproved in March, was
expected to be finished by late summer or early fall. The design called
for a three and one-half acre expanse of lawn and trees, and a
brick arcade reminiscent of the
former wings of Tower Hall.
BRICK WALK

Special features of the project
are a 250 foot-long brick walk to
the main door of Tower Hall and a
fountainthe latter partly financed
(3) my opposition to the indis- by ASB funds.
The brick walk was the center
criminate employment and use of
teaching and graduate assistants of a controversy earlier in the
to quash budget balances of funds
initially provided . . . to employ
qualified instructors, (4) my opposition to lack of presidential action
in the matter of an on-campus
drinking scandal involving both
students and faculty, (5) my concern for the lack of intervention
by the college president in the
matter of a departmental art exhibit in which a symbol of the
American flag was desecrated, (6)
A 6.7 per cent across-the-board
approval over my opposition to the
undertaking of the $250,000, two- salary increase was granted all
year tutorials program from which state college faculty this summer
one-third of the participants who from a $6.9 million appropriation
June.
were selected from among the of the state legislature in
most capable college freshmen, The increase raises the previous
year
were dropped by the close of their range of $6,700 to $15,192 a
to $7,140 to $16,212.
first year... "
presiIncreases for state college
dents were a little higher-9 per
cent - while clerical and related
positions received a 4 per cent
boost.
The 6.7 per cent pay raise for
1966-67 plus the legislature’s "assurance" of another 5 per cent
increase in 1967-68 "solves the
recruiting problems of the state
colleges," according to a statement
board and the chancellor are solid- made in July by State College
ly behind the effort to make this Chancellor Glenn S. Dumke.
change."
At that time SJS had 30 posiHowever, he said, "the faculty tions left to fill for the fall sehas less than adequate means to mester. The appropriation "has not
express to the board and the solved the recruiting problem, it
legislature its concerted views on has helped materially," says Dr.
salary workloads and other issues." Robert Clark, president of SJS.
President Clark offered two
PAY BOOST PROMISED
"pmper steps" to remedy the proDi’. Clark points out the estabfessor’s grievances:
1. Get freedom from agencies lishment of a new prineiple hy the
legislature, that is promising a
(Continued on Page 8)

Dr. Clark Supports
Faculty Grievances
Grievances of the state college
faculties have received the support
of SJS President Robert D. Clark,
who, however, feels that the fault
lies in Sacramento and not with
the college board of trustees.
Dr. Clark called the rigid staffing formula "indefensible." and
added that "we must change the
formula so that the colleges will
have management of their own
resources and the ability to soh
the problem of large classes. The

illy protest and warning,
was the action which finally
prompted my resignation." But
Heffernan said that this was only
the last in a series of acts which
led to his decision.

By Rick SKINNER
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

Ex-Dean Gilbaugh Hearing
Set at SJS Next Week
Hearing on the appeal of Dr.
John W. Gilbaugh. former dean
of the college reassigned to the
School of Education by Pres. Robert D. Clark in May, has been
scheduled for Thursday, Sept. 29
at 10 a.m. in TH110.
Dr. Gilbaugh was reassigned to
a teaching position on May 15
when the office of dean of the
college was abolished under the
college administration reorganization plan.
Dr. Gilbaugh, dean of the college
since 1959, appealed to the California State College Board of
Trustees that the reassignment
was not commensurate with his
qualifications. The trustees appointed a five-man board to hear
the appeal in Los Angeles on
Aug 11,
The former dean objected to the
date of the hearing, saying he
needed extra time to seek legal
counsel.
LEGAL HELP RECEIVED
Gilbaugh had been receiving
legal help from the California
State Employees Association
(CSEA ) but it withdrew its legal
support from the case at the end
of July.
He has asked the CSF:A for
funds to engage a private attorney
to represent him at the hearing.
In a letter to LeRoy E. Littlejohn,
president of the CSEA, Dr. Gilbaugh wrote, "a commitment was
duly made to me as a member in
good standing, to provide legal
representation through the hearing
on my demotion appeal. Therefore,
the sudden action of withdrawal
of committed legal representation
by (’SEA may constitute a breach
of contract."
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SJS Students
To Turn In
Fees, Packets

Lost and Found

year. A legislative analyst for the
State Finance Department stated
that the architect’s plan for the
brick - over - concrete
promenade
would cost $10,000 too much. A debate on the merits of sand versus
concrete ensued.
PLAN REINFORCED

SJS Pres. Robert Clark reinforced the plan to lay the walkway
in concrete noting that it prevents
brick from becoming uneven and
creating hazardous walking conditions as happens with sand. According to Dr. Clark, the beauty
of the college was foremost over
department economy aims.
The state has spent $613,500 remodeling Tower Hall and Morris
Dailey Auditorium --considered to
be the architectural focal point of
the campus. When completed,
states Dr. Clark, the square will
represent the college’s attempt to
develop "aesthetic harmony on
campus."

and Phil, and the results was
no means a newspaper.

by

’TO SERVE LEVI’
"I joined the staff of this publication because I felt it would
be able to serve the ’left’, the
’hippies’ on campus. But I’m a
journalist; I don’t know what they
, Meltzer and Whitten) are."
Heffernan, who received his
in journalism last June, said
the first issue of the New
dent, "with its unwarranted
clearly liberous attack on San
police and Patrolman Phillip

RA.
that
Stuand
Jose
Nor-

January Grads
Should Schedule
Appointments Now

Heffernan pointed out that MeltASB attorney general, and
Whitten, ASB graduate representative, both used their offices in
the SJS College Union as "headquarters" for the operation of publishing the New Student. Jerry
Sooner, ASB president, confirmed
this and added that he had told
the editorial board of the New
Student to cease using the facilities of the union solely for the
advancement of a non-recognized
publication. Spoiler added that the
New Student, in its first issue of
the current semester, used the College Union address and phone number as its own.

zer,

PRIMARY MOTIVE
"When Meltzer took his oath of
office," Spotter said, "he swore to
work primarily for the ASB. Now
It seems that the advancement of
the New Student is his primary
motive."

The New Student editorial board
Appointments for students expecting to graduate in January, has had cards printed showing the
1967 are being taken today in the address and telephone of the paper
to be that of the College Union.
Registrars Ofifce, ADM102.
It was partly this method of operaAll appointments will be schedtion and lack of ethics, Heffernan
uled for the following week.
noted, that led ultimately to his
All students expecting to gradderision to resign.
uate must have a personal interPhil Whitten, one of the New
view with a graduation cler k.
Major-minor forms must be on Student editors and founders, said,
file in the Registrars Office be- "I think Pat’s (Heffernan’s) reasons for quitting are a combinafore the interview can be held.
and difThe deadline to apply for Jan- tion of misunderstanding
ference of opinion. We do have
uary graduation is Oct. 7.
responsibility to
Interview appointments will be responsibility- -the
it,
held once more during the semes- print the truth as we know
and though we may be wrong,
ter on Sept. 28.
we are willing to go out on a
limb.
"The reaction around campus to
our first issue has been generally
favorable, and I am going to do an
editorial for the next issue of the
New Student to try and illuminate this affair about the police
department. I feel that most newspapers have alxlicated their responsibility to the people and have
become organs of their respective
"What really is at the root of administrations. The New Student
faculty discontent," says John Liv- is completely without such or any
ingston, professor of government censorship "
at Sacramento State College and
past chairman of the statewide
Academic Senate, "is that all of
these problems taken together add
up to a real crisis and that the
reaction to this crisis is simply inadequate. The posture of those
who think for the system --the
chancellor and the trustees- does
not reflect the gravity of the situation."

Salary Increase Given
All State College Faculty
year in advance that it will .;rant
at least a 5 per cent salary boost.
"This means we can begin recruiting this fall not on the basis of
the salary now but on the basis
of the higher salary." he states.
The increase appropriated this
summer has not waned demands of
the state college faculties for better teaching loads and a better
system of communication with
state college administrators and
trustees.
Results of the American Federation of Teachers I AFT) election
on this campus and at San Fernando Valley State last year show
that a sizeable percentage of faculty members would consider collectice bargaining to solve their problems.
’FIXED CONDITIONS’
A survey conducted by the Association of California Slate College
Professors I ACSCPi last semester
revealed that a substantial majority of the faculty feel that salaries and employment conditions
should be contractually fixed. A
clear majority think that collective
bargaining would be cifective to
this end.

NO CRISIS SEEN
State College Chancellor Glenn
S. Dumke does not believe there is
a crisis in the college. "We have
had a pretty successful and stable
year," he says. "Many of the basic
problems that have been troublingl
us for decades are on their way
to solution."
Dumke sees the faculty demand
for reduced teaching loads ;IS forcing the state colleges into a "lath 11th or perish" situation; he suggests that a 25 per cent reduction I
would bring a cost increase "the
legislature and state might not be
willing to face."

RebePtIs;:

330 So. 10th St.
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LEA ANN HERNANDEZ

Staff Editorial

Expansion Overdue
reserved Brasil! for the 1.ity of
joss! in 11, rieri.+Ittli 1st double the
seating capacity of !’,pattaii stadium.
The derision must 11115% lie cleared
by the State (:ollege lioatd of Trusmillioo project
tees. Should the
he :11)1)1.0%441. the stadium elllargellIelli
19(di. Thie
551111M Ile C111111111’1441
het (I)
good
tile
a
then
%Mild
etillege
be admitted to the ’Western thletic
Coinferetwe.
For the first time S.! ss..itiol be able
to schedule home 1...oball games
against major local mils er-it
label this
liar411
-o. sic
Es
111445 progressiv e. it is 11111111 it’ll late
to be hailed aS the ill’011net of creat is e
city planning.
1.0. for
Perhaps it is alre.oly
-Iii ii
this area to hope for more.
step
its
for
rity
he grateful to the
tossard progrI.SS but Santa Clara
Valley residents has a. reason to ask
their city and (’0111115 officials why
they didn’t start the %salts much earlier.
lad thi, area-, leaders started !nosing a less years ago. o hat Oakland Alameda Li, in its (:oliseitin Complex
might hake opened instead in Santa
Clara County.
Esen such a relatively Minor step as
the expansion of Spartan Stadium is
art- thanklong 011.11111e. It 1111011g11
a stadium
soon
have
Ise
ss
ill
that
ful
worthy of a major mollege. let’s not
I

forget that earlier. iiiii re progresstv
could has e resulted in a larger
art
stadium fist- years ago.
What the college and the community will base when Spartan Stadium
is expanded to seat 11.01/0 persons will
lw far less than Oakland-.11ameda iir
naheini has e.
Let’s hope the sarious city and
county leaders can yet arrange for the
construct
of a major stadium convention center to serve this area and
this college.

Guest Room

ACSCP ’Reaffirms’ Collective Bargaining
Bs

DR. JAMES J. CLARK
President, SJS ACSCP

The Association of California State College Professors (ACSCP) on the week of
Sept. 5-9 held a combination educational
conference and business meeting at Asilomarthree days devoted to two topics of
’rest. 11) the faculty role in
generaI
academic and professional and legislative
matters and I 2) experimental colleges t Dr.
Mervyn Cadwallader, tutorial coordinator
at SJS, being a featured speaker), and two
days devoted to ACSCP business. As would
be expected, the major item of business

Guest Room

AROTC Offers Two Programs
For SJS Male Students
EDITOR’S NOTE, This is the first of two articles
dealing with the SJS male student and the
Officer Training Corps programs
two
Reserve
on campus. Friday’s Guest Room will include
an article by Maj. George M. lbowning, profeisor of Aerospace Studies (AFROTC).
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"Why don’t y’all pick on somebody your own size .

V bile the armed services have nothing
to do with the draft. they do help establish the quotas. These quotas are based
upon the needs of the services.
CONSIDER OPTIONS
The average college student can expect
try in one of the armed
to serve his e
services: therefore, he sl Id consider
carefully die options Open tip hiln. He may
wait to be drafted and he utilized as the
service sees fit. He Ina %I/111111NT for al
specific service and branch and have
say so .as to how he is to be utilim41. However. as a college. graduate. the individual
will receive the greatest benefit from the
service and will benefit the service more
I officer.
as it e iiiii miss
The Army ROTC program at SJS offers
the male college student an opportunity
to train 10 become a U.S. Army officer.
After successful completion of the ROTC
receipt of a baceaprogram, and eq
laureate degree. the successful individual
nill be commissioned a second lieutenant
in one of the 11 branches of the Army.
The obligation of service is the same if
drafted: two years in the active service,
three years in the ready reserve unit
and one year in a standby reserve emit.
DEFERMENT GRANTED
After successful completion of one seof aw Roll: program, the student is deferred from the draft until he
completes college, provided he continues
with the ROTC program, carries a full
academie load and maintains the grade
point as erage required by the college.
Areet ROTC offers two programs
to the college student. There is a regular
four-year program for the incoming fresh
loan or the transfer student with four
years remaining MI canine’s. For II
with less than four years remaining. there
l’ program. Further informa
is the 114
non is available iu M11308, ext. 2722.

for Ow vials. council I the ACSCP governing holly) in these two days bad to do
with collective bargaining.
On the evening of Thursday. Sept. 8,
the state council by a two-to-one vote
(16-8) of those present passed the following resolution: "Resolved that the ACSCP
reaffirm its support of collective bargaining as voiced at the Spring State Council
of 196( and take immediate steps to initiate a statewide election to determine if the
faculties approve or disapprove of collective bargaining for salaries and fringe
benefits and to designate. a bargaining
agent."
’LEGITIMATE FUNCTION
Whatthe stale council "reaffirmed"
reads in part I printed in full in "The
’Voice of the Faculties.,’ April, 1966):
"that there is a justified and legitimate
function for an elected favulty bargaining
agency" with a function "limited to the
realm of improving the economk welfare
of the faculty" and that "the bargaining
gh stateagency sl Id he seleciail th
wide elect’ s and empowered to negotiate contracts relating to salaries and
economic fringe benefits with designated
representatives of the State of California."
By its vote of Sept. 8 the ACSCP has
committed itself to a basic change not in
its stated goal- --best expressed by the
"Voice" subtitle, "Improving Higher Education through Faculty Action," hut in its
approavh toward excomplishment of tltis
and related goals. Its change in tactics results from several sources, not only the
obvious one of competitive pressure from
another statewide organization, the AFT,
hut mounting evidence of faculty fnistralion in its efforts to contain what it feels
is a deteriorating educational situation Ian
inferior salary schedule, imposition of the
quarter system. a seeming disregard for
faculty opinion in legislative matters, etc.).
COLLECTIVE BARGAINING
The situation. although not a nets. one.
ironically seems even ttttt re aggravated
in these detvs of presumably active academic senate’s and e llllll eils. In its decision
to accept eollective bargaining as a possible answer, pros ideal there is verifiable
evidence the facility desires it. the ACSCP
is accepting the premises that there is
a new sense of orgency in faculty demands
aunt that higher educational goals will
best be aehieved by faculty action. It
therefore has accepted the possibility of
its own involvente.nt as an elected agency
of the faculty for collective bargaining.
In addition, it feels that its qualifications to serve its an ageney are unique
and noteworthy: I I t beeilliSe p,f its Size
nearly half of the state eollege faculty
are members), 121 its sole eloneimmee by
state college professors. 11 I its wider
range of representation. 14) its record
through the a.:te." as a militant Orttalliiie
6011 lit suggested and successful!) engi

!leered the summer boycott, which was
directly responsible for higher summer
salaries: it was directly responsible for the
Aug. II) trustees’ committee meeting which
certainly had much to do with Chancellor
t a (’oneDumke’s recent decision to api
mittee to study the advisabilit of delegation of authority to faculty: it has
consistently fought for greater faculty
participation in academic affairs, for the
academic senates, for instance). The legislative record of the ACSCP ea lllll ot be
matched by any oilier statewide faculty
organization.
’IMMEDIATE STEPS’
From all milicaTions, the ACSCP wishes
to follow at least these two principles in
g procedures:
future collective burg’
to determine, statewide and not simply on
a few campuses, a fair anal representative
answer to the question., Does the faculty
desire collective bargaining? and to insure
that all faculty organizations have the
right to participate in elections that are
held. The first action in its "immediate
steps," according to reports from the
ACSCP executive c tttttt enure, will he an
invitation to statewide and local academic
senates to participate in. perhaps V% ell 10
develop. the procedures and policies for
coming elections.
Another action Will he the distribution
of a second questionnaire to the faculty
within the next few weeks .’,’eking more
answers to the central toe -lions of faculty
discontent and possibi lit ie. for future
action.
The ACSCP still has its problems I local
autonomy, for instanceI. as the present
president ((Mowing Dr. Balgooyen’s resignation last spring_ ant a more or less
’cut victim of this particular problem), but its problems. I believe, are
those inherent in any democratic organization which desires full membership participation but needs coordinated controls.
In any event, errors of the ACSCP do not
result from misplaced intentions. The
latest stated on collective bargaining reflects its serious intention to contworking for the goals of better faculty
working conditions, a larger faculty voice
in academie matters and, finally and most
important, the improvement of California
higher education.

EDITOR’S NOTE: The Thrust and Parry section of
Ph. editorial page offers students and faculty a
chance to evpress their views on campus, local,
national or international issues. Space is allowed
to encourage written debates on such current affairs.
Contributions to Thrust and Parry must not islicevid
250 words, must be typewritten, double spaced
within 55-space margins and properly signed with
the writer’s name and faculty or ASS number. The
Daily will not print letters which are libelous, in poor
taste or include a personal attack. The editor reserves the right to edit or cut letters to conform to
space limitations ani to cease publication of letters
dealing with objects to believes have been exhausted.

By STEVE KECH
NVe base just entered the office of
South Vie!’ Suit’s pre r -general. No. I
Man Th6 vvrek. %here he has agreml
to talk aide us about the significance of
the reeent electi tttt s in his country.
g tilt
The premier-general has just I
his pri%ale hot line 14) Washington and
greets us warnel. Beside hint is a picture
of the Dynamic Duo. better known as
Super LBJ and Boy Covertly.
Q. Mr. Premier, what do you think
about the recent election for representa
tiies to frame a democratic constitution
fair.’
as the elect’
try?
for voter
A. "Wle shore it was. Of course we
couldn’t al loss voters in those Enemy
Force dominate)! arras to spoil the favorable returns front the other precincts.
"And then we wanted- to keep track
of the folks who did vote, for security
reasons %hide I can’t di’. ulge. That’s why
we gave the voters special papers which
mill be required later for rations and permission to travel from one area of the
country to another."
ENEMY FORCE
Q. Isn’t that a little unfair to those
who didn’t vote because they feared
Enemy Force reprisals?
A. "As you know, the right to vote
is precious. Now, we want to see our
people skilled in the proper exercise of
the voting power. Now, if one doesn’t
vote, he probably doesn’t care much about
his country, and right now the government needs about as much support as it
can get. Therefore, we started this little
bonus program for those who did exercise
their voting privileges."
Q. Why did you reserve for yourself
the veto power over any proposals advanced by the popularly elected framers
of your country’s new constitution?
DEMOCRATIC PROCESS
A. "Well, as you know there’s a weir
going on here. and as toy people don’t
know notch about’ the democratic process,
it’s going to be necessary for the government to guide them in the exercise of
their rights in relation to the government."
Q. One final question, sir. Will you be
a candidate in the next election, the one to
select the new heads of the country?
A. "Well, you’ve heard all this talk
about another election. Now, the people
have had their first lesson in democracy
with the recent election. Learning is a
slow process, so there’s no telling when
that next election might be. However,
I can say without reservation that I will
not he a candidate."
Thank you, sir, for your cooperation.
Well, there you have it, folks, the real
inside dope on the recent election in
South Vien Sun and the belief that the
people of this war-torn land will he able
to follow the V ester,’ V orld on the path
which leads to democratic government.
Some day.

Jhat;
She Wrole
By LINDA LAMANNO
ICS great to be back. Back to the sante
lopg wail under the slut that rose mt.1 of .11te
1
tropics, back to the same dreary buildings

to pick up the same silly cards that liay-e
to be filled out with the same informa
five times over. Back to the harried guides
in the reg lines and the diligent and patient teachers who, with a deep sigh,
answer once again the same silly questions
we asked last year.
It’s great to he hack. Back to the
easy life of studying, meeting deadlines
and running around to obscure offices in
dreary corners to ask insane questions
about things I don’t understand. Back
to the friends of last semester who manage either to slap me on the back hard
e
gle to jolt my teeth or to drape their
lenge arms around me and give me the old
hoola-boola bear-hug that sends my ribs
screaming for release.
It’s great to he hack. Back to the
teachers who require 10 books for their
classes and the roommate who wears all
my clothes.
Yes, it’s great to be hack. Back to the
educational standards that will lead me to
the pathway of higher income. greater
social knowledge and, in the end, to the
same place the most impoverished hobo
will go. Back to the In ways and ivvcovered buildings where my future is
planned itS I scream and holler esery
inch of the way.
But I am back. And I’d scream I‘V
louder if I couldn’t be. It is great to he
back.
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Award Programs Applications 100
Scholarships Available
Available in Financial Aid Office For College of Seven Seas
Wednesday. September 21 1966

applications for three awards 68. Professional training in the
programs are available in the Fi- creative and performing arts is
also part of the program.
nancial Aids Office, Room 242, in
I
Applicants must be U.S. citithe Administration Building. The
zens with a bachelor’s degree or
Fulbright-Hayes Corn pe tit io n,
equivalent. In most cases, the
Marshall Scholarships in Britain student should be proficient in the
1967-68 and several training grants language of the host country.
for post -graduate courses on reBoth U.S. Government Full
Government
U.S.
rebut palsy are open to interested Grants,
and
students.
Travel Grants are available
in
applications
Information and
through the Institute of Internaall three programs may be ob- tional Education sponsors of the
tained in the Financial Aids office grants.
through Mr. William M. Fox.
A full award provides tuition,
maintenance, round-trip transporFULBRItilIT-IIMis AWARDS
Tuesday, October 18, 1966. is the tation, health and accident insurdeadline for filing an application in ance and incidental allowance. In
the Fulhright-Hays competition Australia, Ceylon, India, Japan,
which provides grants for graduate Nepal, Norway, Poland, Portugal,
study on research abroad in 1967- the Republic of China. and Tur-

Spolter Sees Equal
Grad Representation
Representation of graduate stu- school to decide on facilities and
of the college
dents on student council will be interior decoration
union. Although plans have been
changed by next semester, accordmade, Spotter emphasized t hat
ing to Jerry Spolter, ASS presi- there was a great degree of flexident.
bility in what could go into the
"There is no doubt there will be union.
Spoiler said that there were
equal representatives for graduates
by the next election," he said in many changes ,hat had to be effected in the ASB Election Code.
an interview Friday.
Presently, the graduate class has An Advisory committee will make
two representatives, while all other recommendations to Student Counclasses have four representatives. cil sometime after the freshmen
The Constitutional Revision Com- elections.
"The Election Board has to be
mittee is working on equalizing the
representation and will meet cleaned up." Spolter said. "Right
Thursday. Sept. 29 at 4 p.m. in now the President can control the
elections and the people who are
the Judicial Chambers, he said.
Spolter urger’ that students take elected."
Scholarships are a "major proban interest in . heir government
and sign up for committees. "I lem" at SJS, according to Spolter.
don’t want to appoint student The college does not receive fedcouncil members to committees if eral grants and the alumni association does not contribute money.
ut all possible," he said.
Following through on his elec- The ASB gives about $1,000 in
tion promises. Spotter said that a scholarships to persons who have
student opinion survey will be been in student government but
held within the first six weeks of more needs to be done, he added.

vary from $50 to S750, dependinv
on the applicants’ financial need
and the course he wishes to attend.

key, a maintenance allowance is
provided for one or more accompanying dependents.
Countries from Afghanistan to
Yugoslavia are participating in the
full grant program. Travel grants
are available to France, Germany,
Israel, It al y, the Netherlands,
Spain, Sweden, and Turkey.

How would you like a semester
The total cost of the Oct. 16 to
afloat with the ship as your class- Feb. 14, fall semester abroad the
room and the world as your lab- S.S. Ryndani is es t ima t ed at
$3,000, according to Robert M.
oratory?
Maher, Northern California repreOne h undred scholarships of sentative for Chapman College.
$1200 per student are available for
Maher states that any Student
this unique program which is of- chosen for the Seven Seas Division
fered by the Seven Seas Division Scholarship is guaranteed the
of Chapman College, Orange, Calif. $1200 and re-enrollnient in the
Students are eligible if they have spring semester at SJS. The pro.
completed a minimum of 24 college gram is fully accredited by the
units and have at least a 3.0 cumu- Western Association of Schools and
lative GPA. Sophomores and jun- Colleges, Maher says.
iors are preferred, but any stuThe liberal arts curriculum inLt. Col. Carl W. Ivie, protessor dent who meets the requirements cludes courses in natural sciences,
fine arts, social sciences, and perof military science, has announced is welcome.
the promotion of Benjamin R. Forsyth, senior recreation major, to
cadet colonel of the ROTC for
this year.
Also promoted were John T.
Everett, Joseph C. Lopez and Steven W. Shervey. All three were
promoted to cadet lieutenant colonel.
All four were promoted on the
basis of their performance at
summer camp, the ratings of their
buddies and the recommendation
of Lt. Col. Ivie.

MARSHALL SCHOLARSHIPS

Forsyth Is
ROTC Head

There are also opportnuities for
teaching assistantships in India
and Italy for students desiring to
teach English as a foreign language. Teaching fellowships in
Italy, Sweden and the Philippines
are included.
Established in 1953 by the British Government to enable Americans to study for degrees at British universities, the Marshall
Scholarships are offered every year
to American men or women graduates under thee age of 26. The
scholarships, 24 in all, are tenable
for two years in a wide range of
subjects including the Sciences and
Humanities.

Wanted

The National Society for Crippled Children and Adults and Alpha Chi Omega, Women’s Fraternity are offering training grants to
qualified professionals for shortterm postgraduate courses with
emphasis on cerebral palsy. Grants

KSJS Personnel
Meeting Planned

The booth (painted school colors) will
be open from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. (6 11.111.
on Friday).

All persons interested in working on the college FM radio station, KSJS, have been invited to
a meeting tomorrow at 4 p.m. in

Heller,

four year ROTC scholarship.

Let it be our pleasure to serve you as
our customer.

SD126, according to Jim Hemsworth, program director.

1

No previous experience is reSJS fresh- quired for some of the positions,
man, has been selected to receive I Hemsworth stated. Up to two units
Sander H.

Your Account

For your convenience in opening new
accounts, we have a new accounts booth
in our parking lot.

TRAINING GRANTS

Four Year Army
Scholarship Won
By SJS Freshman

forming arts with I:. ,,Iction by
Chapman faculty. \
ing lecturers and educators trom institutions of higher learning around
the world will board the ship
throughout the itinerary.
All interested students are urged
to attend a meeting with Maher
and David DeVos. Seven Seas Division Scholarship representative
on Friday, Sept. 23. in JC141
I formerly TH5St at 3:30 p.m.
Fun details concerning the $120.000 scholarship fund and the Seven
Seas program can be obtained by
M.
gnil actreboR
264-6475.

All applications must be returned to the national office by
October 1, 1966, tor courses 1wginning in Januar y, February,
March, April or May of 1967.

BANK OF AMERICA
11110.1. 1.14

AISOLin1,11

111.11AL DlIOSIT IN. ...

, 1.414.411116.1

of college credit are available.

Only 100 scholarships are
KSJS is on the air weeknights
awarded nationwide each year.
5 to 9 p.m. at 90.7 on the FM
Heller, a chemistry mapor, was
dial.
selected on the basis of high school
achievements, Scholastic Aptitude
Test results and participation in
extracurricular activities.
The scholarship pays for tuition,
textbooks, lab fees and $50 per
month for living expenses.

(For your convenience)

Second ft San Carlos Branch

Our texts are conveniently
arranged by course!

SAN JOSE
DOWNTOWN

reckless
color...
rib knit
tops!
Open
Mon.-Thur. until 9 p.m.
Fri. and Sat., 9 a.m.-5 p.m.

and bright
print skirts!
Collect the "London Look’’ at
Penney’s! We’ve a gal-lery of
floral bonded acrylic screen
print skirts and stovepipe pants
. . . both authentically mod.
styled with low ride belts. Sizes
5 to 13. Orlon acrylic tops in
sizes 34 to 40. ColorsWhite,
Black, Tobacco, Orange, Gold,
Bright Blue, and Olive,
KNIT TOPS

3.98

HIPSTER SKIRT

5.98

BOOK
foten

(not shown)

330 South Tenth Street

STOVEPIPE
PANTS

6.98

across from the men’s dorms
CHARGE IT!

PENNEY’S SAN JOSE DOWNTOWN

Moo., Thurs.,
Fri. ’tit 9

’ ,j, Septeml.er 21, 1966

1V,
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Holman Ready To Go

Slack 7ettnie4

Halfback Blackledle Latest Injury Addition
Spartan football fortunes were
dealt another severe blow this
week when Walt Blackledge, the
surprise halfback, was declared
out for the season.
Blackledge, who suffered the injury on the kickoff following the
Spartans’ final touchdown in the
25-21 loss at Stanford Saturday,
Incurred torn knee ligaments.
The 6-4. 205-pound sprinter originally was an end in spring practice. Head coach Harry Anderson
moved the speedster over to the
halfback slot to give the inexperienced crew needed speed.
Before his injury, Blackledge
had collected five of Danny Halman’s tosses, mostly on swing patterns, for 38 yards.
Holman, the junior college transfer from Carmel, is expected to
take over the signal -calling role
Saturday when SJS opens the
home season against a strong Brigham Young University team in
Spartan Stadium.

In his first 4.tine for San Jose.
the junior back tied records for
number of completions in one
game, 19, and was jtat 12 yards
shy of tying the one-game offense
record, 265. The other marks are
held by last year’s quarterback,
Ken Berry.
’FANTASTIC’ COX

ing !
. Leading the receiving
corps will be Carter’s favorite last
year, Phil 011b..
Only a junior, Odle was the
WAC Lineman of the Year in
1965. He caught 46 passes for 657
yards and 11 touchdowns in his
Initial season.
With the sante offense. that led
BYU to a 6-1 season last year,
and the VA(.’ Championship, the
Saturday battle promises to Ix’ an
offerrave molest. Tr: ii via the
aim :Qs appears the most potent
transportation for both teams.
The Cotniars flew past San Jose
31-7 last ye.o. in Utah.

Setting another mark was split
end Steve Cox, who earned An demons plaudits as "fantastic"
after pulling in 10 passes for 137
yards. The old SJS record of nine
was held by Oakland Raider All Star Art Powell and former 49’er
Oscar Donahue.
32 LETTERMEN
Holman and Cox will have to be
IIYU will bring 32 lettermen to
at their hest this weekend when
the Cougars open their ’66 season. San Jose. 19 of whom were startWith All -American candidate ers last year on the offensive and
Virgil Carter leading the way, the defensive units,
rt e r
In last yi.ar’s game
BYU gridders figure to be an explosive test.
Lacking interior linemen, the
Cougars fiellre as primaill a
NA/E.2

’:

, I IltlIAM11

r
1’

!, 1’1.

A...11,r

0.1),1 to :1 het!e
n shim he addition of Iv.,
Ii, ill Iii’ yfIllf,1 ii’ li’i’Oscrs.
me,
Jac!:
and (;leg
hut \Valton calls (ale of his best
-,01115.
reterns after earning All\ I-eerie:H. lienors
years :1,,40IS
I
Th, strong shooter
’vas the first S.1S soph to gain
1-iat Iii
I !a, 1
SJS :is a sophomore
,IS!

’

Wall: ill nols for
Ilofbrati Style FoodModuraie
Complete

Dunn, e’

after playing on the national AAU
championship Foothill AC t cam
Hie past two summers. He has
,i11.-1 returned from a tour of the
’ .r.,evan water polo centers with
’Ice AC.
ii ve Hoberg. John Williams,
Currlin and Doug Arthur
have also pleased Walton with
performances in the practices,
which have been underway since
Sept. 6.
FIRST TASTE
The first test for the Spartans
comes Friday night when they
host the Alumni team at 8 p.m.
"We haven’t been able to con-

DEFENSIVE STRENGTH
On the defensive side, middle
linebacker Dick Dixon remains the
leader. Against Stanford, he figured in 10 tackles. Top man, however, was Brent Foreman with 12
from his guard position.
Anderson is expected to return
with the same preventive unit this
week.
Handling the chores will be ends
Ed Hunter and Bill Peterson,
tackles Mike Spi t zer and Lee
Evans and Foreman. Assisting at
linebacker will be Dixon, Mel Tom
and Eric Watts.
Expected to see plenty of action
will be defensive halls Al Saunders, Dan Peterson and safety Jim
McGuire.

.

1.711
1.711
. 1.711

AT,

COMBINATION PLATES

kii)
Any 2 meats 1.97,
I,tIt iii mitt\ Swis:. cheese
orders include choice of Barbecued Beans.
or Nlacaroni. Bread and flutter
Gaslite Room for Fun. Banquet Facilities 5 to 7
Rooms from $85 Per Month.
Leasing.

Ballroom

SAN CARLOS at MARKET STS.

295-2626

Located in 40 Sainte Claire Hotel
Rooms by the month $85.00 & ,:p.

STOP!!
I ’c, ths Alumni.

ItY COOK WHEN
ARCHIE’S IS SO NEAR?

Steak Sandwich on
French Bread $1.25
Jumbo Burger on
French Bread .85
All of the
Owe complete
with trimmings

Inman. for the last time, the hoopsters swept past by most All Star teams with little difficulty, losing only once.
S. T. Saffold, since converted to football, was a celelit its II
the down under lands. Neither country had seen a Negro ballp1o,,,’
previously - - and Saffold’s play quickly caught their attention.
But it was a chilly occasion most of the way, with the land’s
undergoing furious winter.
PLAYING CONDITIONS RUGGED
Playing conditions were often poor, in dimly lighted gyms,
lacking heating and with leaky roofs.
Rain and unpleasant weather were familiar sights for the
cagers, who traveled from city to city in buses.
Interesting asides on the journey came from SJS trainer Lindsy
McLean, who mailed back game reports and feature information.
Athletic Director Bob Bronzan, who conducted clinics at the
various cities, was informed by track coach Bub Winter prior to the
trip on the excellent fishing conditions.
"When I was there I just tossed in a hook with bread on it -never caught anything under six inches. We had to throw them
back if they were under 11," he maintains.
Bronzan ran into all sorts of difficulties.
After first leaving his gear in an Australian hotel, he sent for
it to be forwarded to New Zealand.

Previously, he had found the winter’s no license claim invalid.
tact all the alumni players we And attempts at various lakes had proved also remarkably
want since they have spread out
so far," explained the six -year SJS
GEARED FOR FISH
veteran Walton. "But we are lookFinally in New Zealand, Bilyznan received some of his mising forward to getting game ex- placed fishing gear. Checking into regulations, he found only ime’
perience."
piece of equipment --- the running reel
was illegal.
The frost team plays the preBronzan’s only gear . . . naturally.
Menlo-Alherton
liminary against
The team got back in time to say gotxibye to Nordy Jensen.
High School at 7 p.m.
SJS Sports Information Director.
Among the Alumni players that
Now writing from Fort Ord, Nordy hopes to return to handle
will appear are f ormer All- some of his chores on the weekends. He plans to make his permaAmerican and coach at Buchser nent SJS renewal in mid-October.
High School, Bob Wegmen; last
In his place, former SJS-SID Danny Hill is handling the chores.
season’s All-American goalie Bruce Assistant Jack Likens will aid Hill. A pair of former Daily sports
Hobbs, and Mike Hansen, another editors, Jeff Stockton and Paul Savoia, will handle publicity for
performer from last season’s club. cross country, soccer and water polo.
"We’re anticipating a really good
season," predicted Walton. "We
have a difficult schedule, playing
all the better college teams, but
we’re better than last year and
this could be one of our best
teams."
SJS’s freshman water polo team
TOUGH SCHEDULE
opens its season Friday night with
The schedule includes a pair of the potential of becoming the best
games with Stanford and the Uni- frosh club in coach Lee Walton’s
versity of California, expected to six year stay at SJS.
be two of the West Coast’s top
"This is probably the second best
teams, and one meeting with Long freshman team here in my six
Beach State, which defeated the years, and it has the potential to
Spartans for the state college title be the best," said Walton. "The
Last season.
team has really good speed and
Williams, Hoberg and Arthur there are fine shooters and ball
are the only returnees from last handlers on it."
season now playing on the first
The Spartans play the prelimiteam.
nary to the varsity game with the
Hoberg, a junior, is an outstand- Alumni Friday night at 7 p.m..
ing swimmer and a fine shooter, hos ting Menlo-Atherton High
according to Walton. Both Wil- School.
liams and Arthur are defensive
The team has ten strong phoei,
standouts. Williams is the team’s and is coming along extreincl.\
playmaker and a fine passer.
fast, according to Walton.
"Hind is one of the most outAmong the early standouts are
standing players in the country," Ron Dadami, Bill Gerdts, Larry
said Walton. "He moves well, is a Guy, Tim Bally. Mike Monsees,
good shooter, and has great quick- Tim Neall, Terry Schmidt, and
LEE WALTON
ness."
John Weiss.

unsuc-

cessful.

most modern
Rexall Store

BULUS
EYE
BARGAINS

*BRITE SET
HAIR SPRAY

Stock up on
Seamless Nylons

Choose Regular. Hard-toHold or Casual. Nonsticky, 14-oz.

2 pair for 87,-:

Nun

IMP’S

eltV’Si

and

661.
* AQUA NET
HAIR SPRAY
1.1-11/ itist
59:

*CURL FREE

545 S. 2nd St.

milk%
rAeaktottse
Free

Parking

First -quality, mesh and
sheer-knit. All sizes in
flattering fashion tones,

Sunbeam Petite
Electric Alarm
with Wink-Awoke

BLUE CANVAS
BINDER with clip

770

REXALL FAST
HOML PERMANENT
NO

p11-410

mnlin;:In

after-ixitir. All -in-one neiitralizer - shampoo - conditioner. Choose Gentle.
Little
Regular,
Super,
(a I or Silver.

$1.00
GIANT

$2.59

FILLER PAPER

Small size, big on value.
Dependable alarm sounds
up to 30 minutes.

884

Regular $3.50

NOW $2.49

"Right on Campus"

Sport. Editor

Suinmert ant, didn’t mean a complete tile,,k tr S.IS athletes.
The basketball team spent the summer months junketing
through New Zealand and Australia. Under the guidance of Stu

270 East Santa Clara
Greg Hind, one of the fop wafer polo
SOPH SENSATION
players in the nation will perform Friday night when the poloists

Small Steak $1.35
Round Steak $1.35

cpaPtan gook.4(ore

1.1

STATE REXALL DRUGS
....1010,11.,2011111,.,

ON USED BOOKS

1,1;F:

Just Opened!

DOI TIM

YOUR 25% OFF

tt

Spartan hails

Frosh Water Poloists Open Friday
With Prospects of Good Season

1..11

Roast Turki.

Visit the

backing duties. Flanker S. T. Satfold and fullback Jamie Townsend
are fit and ready to go.

r Po
Open Friday
In Hopes of Best Season

B IIFFE

Fa -tern Beef .
.
Baked Ham
kosher ts e Corned Hail .
Roast Tom Turke%
Chicago ts le Pastrami

rolled up 192 yards in the first
hull versus the Spartans.
With Blackledge apparently out
for the season, Anderson will move
Bobby Trujillo into the starting
role. But with bruised ribs from
the Stanford game, his availability
is questionable.
If unable to go, sophomores
Larry Daniels, Danny Anderson
and Bobby Blake will alternate.
The interior line, which played
extremely well, according to Anderson, suffered no injuries and
will be set to go again.
Offensive starters will he Sam
Moore and Roy Hall at tackles,
Bruce Hicke and Chuck Rogers at
guards, Fred Gereb at center and
Cox and Bill Peterson at the end
spots.
Danny Anderson is the tenative
halfback starter with Holman expected to return to the quarter-

REX
ALARM
CLOCKS
Ntaile by Westclox

Only $1.88

STATE RE XALL DRUGS
NEXT TO LI CKY’S MARK ET

,

TYPEWRITER
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The already prolific 5.15 track
program was given another Isiost
Friday when w.irld reeord-luddei
Lee Evans enrolled for the fall
semester.
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1600-meter 1;

with Smith
Southern l’e;
of UCLA to ion nu.

: tIt

of
track, that the 3-minute barrier
had been broken, and shattered
the record by a full second.
Smith ran the fastest 400 meters
with 43.8, with Evans next at 94.5.
In the three American meets,
Evans defeated the top qualifier in
the 440 in the nation ,,:teh time.
Lewis WU!: tabbed bj, many track
experts the top runner in thc
class. hut failed to heat the improving’ Evans in the three head -

2:59.6, the first time in history

to -le -al matches.
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stirinr Tennis aplenty is promised my
attn (’nt,’, u
rt.I ii
Butch Krikorian, SJS net coach
multi - 11’, ’,filet%
A clinic will be held for can_ and promoter of the tennis exhipi.amed this Semi
i
didates Monday at 430 p.m. in hit ion to he held Monday evening
mural Director Dim mG2m.
in the Spat tan Gym.
I
Heading the lineup, featuring
PAID REFEIREEs
the top four amateurs in the
H
1
1 ...,’St.((1
in I rc, it
Two referees will he as-itmed to :world, will be Australian Roy Em!.
..1 this eight-to .,n
officiate each game and will be et-son and Spaniard Manuel Sanhut he .11s,,
paid for the work.
tuna. The pair will battle in the
w
-i 01:11Cials.
,:
I
After the football program is feature match.
,:.
way, tennis, two-man volley I
In the preliminary
;efiminary bout, slated
,11
fraternitj u
’et,j
in the Intl:a- ball and the -Little 500" bicycle to open the play at 7:30, will be
Fred Stolle, winner of the U.S.
race follow quickly.
n-air I ; !live at MG121.
The deadline for entries in ten- Nationals at Forest Hills this sumA meeting for team captains and
30, for the "Little mer, and Dennis Ralston, the No.1 t
sltorts ntanagcrs is seliedilled for nis is Sept.
Monday and plaj ,-tarts Sept. 28. 500". Oct. 6, and for volleyball. United States netter.
Tickets for the affair, which will ,
Oct. 7.
Unruh reminds anyone interest et close with the players doublitit;
AFTERNOON BAMES
up in doubles, ale $1 for student-,
in the intramural pro g ra ni
Independent teams will particithe bulletin hoard near the end children and $3 for adults.
pate on Mondays and Wednesdays watch
basketball court in the Men’s Gym The Student Affairs Business Ofand fraternity clubs will play Toesfice on campus will handle sales. .
for forthec , tmouncements.
days and ’Films:lays. All games
start at 3:45 ti.m.
..,
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Cary Kogl is
a former managing editor of me
Spartan Daily and former editor
of Sparta Life feature magazine
He will periodically review books
of general interest to SJS studnts
for the Spartan Daily. Most of the
books he reviews will Esi in paperback editions and readily available

%ch. has tuteri
it tumwfous
campus productions. Vice president is Tracy Thornell, sena..
drama major and also an act..
Al Beyer, instructional tid,
vision staff member, is pros Ia.
tion coordinator.
Chess did graduate study in
film and has had entered some
16mm films in New York and
Chicago compet itions.
He hopes to invite lecturers
trom San Franci,to and from
St udios
Metro-Goldwyn- M.. er
in Hollywood to ’alciress the
society in the Ti

Origins and History
Related at Monterey

to srodvon.
Iffr,...;V

TROMBONIST TURK MURPHY of San FranciscIs Earthquake
McGoon’s will appear with his jazz band at Spartan Stadium
before Saturday’s game against Brigham Young University. They
will perform from 6:40-7:40 p.m.

Jazz Band To Perform
At Pie-Game Session
and
I-

his jazz band

.1.,;s0()’s

,11 per-

Eat ttantake M

form from 6:4I1-7:40 p.m. before
Satimlay’s game at Spar tan StirThe performance is free to
his slits-lents tilts!
said ash1555- 1,5 to me game.
\rot, bN :mil his band will
5’ I

?fl: WANT TO JOIN THE
T..,.:-.0.1PLETE FRATERNITY?
t

EDITOR’S NOTE

a Symphonic Band Concert on
March 7. 8: an A Capella C11.
Concert on March 14. 15 ..).,t
s. ,
symphony concert on
_
29
A faculty recital i
March 5 and a join,
Phi Mu Alpha
Phi Eptiik111,
sorority, on April
These events will
by a jazz festival on Apt ii
29; a Festival of Twent
Century Music on May 1-6 .
.
an Opera Workshop on
5, 6.
The season will conclude with
a "-;-,:aphorric Band Concert on
21

Making Club
Convene Today
SJS

The Bock Barrel Jazz Festival
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letic Department is providing
entertainment for students who
want to get to the stadium early
and avoid the crush, Cannon explained yesterday.
The SJS Marching Band will
follow Murohy, and there will
be continue’,
la :lucent until Ihekol f Ismi Th, jazz band
is II be performing on the home-He
lie without, in the center
isoosT .% 111N
,,
.hat the
.; Illscnts
int
...:),
and
to a win.
band have
;
Columbia,
I. ’.\ ’ictot and
wits. They
id. I on three
’I ill hiss’.. is mg others.
Ilti
’he month the
heduleo to play at a
Iv
,\.
velebration at
which they usually appear with
Louis Armstrong.
Professional entertainment
also is seheduled for Oct. 15
whtn S is 1.1itys San Diego
Nov. 5 against the
State: Is
University of Idaho and on Nov.
19 against
rani Slate.

Studio Drama Hour
To Begin Tomorrow
stalk) liour begins its weekly
sessions tomorrow at 3 p.m. in
the Studio Theatre with scenes
featuring the Drama Department’s freshman and transfer
talent under the supervision of
some of teh advanced directing
st talents.
Alth,itigh the observ at ion sessaris are prtittarilv let’ the benefit of drama students, others in
tile campus commtmity are wel.ome as seats are available.
...cording to 1)1’. Hal Todd, de),artinent chairman.
Scheduled are scenes fiom
-"rho Time of Your Life," "Mur.Ier and Monarchy." "All My
s.ins," "Tart uffe" and "Teahouse of the August Moon."

By (ARV HOEGLE
"Up the Down Stairease" by
Bel Kaufman I Avon Beoks,
$0.951 is a simply delightful
book, especially for anyone inte.tested in entering the field of
teaching.
The author traces a young
teacher’s experiences from her
first day as is member of the
fatuity throughout her fit st semester.
Actually. it might lx more
proper to say the book traces
her attempts to sin vive that
)11-.1 semester, deluged with
seemingly endless memorandums,
fire drills, notes from her students and compositions to grade.
Most of us are, by nature,
nosey and like to look through
pricate files !sr papers of someone else. "Up the Down Staircase" provides such an oppottunity.
It is arranged much like an
old file drawer, with papers of
a similar subject clipped together with a chapter number
instead of a paper clip. It is
almost as if the reader is sneaking a peek at the teacher’s private files.
The story line is there hut remains as part of the background, to be constructed as the
reader progresses. One can visualize the problems Sylvia Barrett (the teachert has to meet
from the first day of school to
the final grades for the semester,
which must be turned in several
week’s before school’s end to
facilitate the administration’s
paper work.
One also can visualize the
personalities she must work with
--such as the principal who always has his head in the clouds
to the administrative assistant
who hoards everything from paper ’tips to blue marking pencils.
Everything except memorandums from his office, that is.
Anyone considering entering
the field of teaching should enjoy "Up the Down Staircase."
The best way we could describe
it remains that it is a most
hook.

Prof To Discuss
Award Winning
Drama Tonight
Boy E. Young, assistant twolessor of Political science, will
join drama critics, writers and
other instructors to discuss the
relevancy of the Marat/Sade
production tonight following the
8:30 performance at the Circle
Star Theater in San Carlos.
Peter Weiss’ play is having its
West Coast premiere run at the
theater and will be performed
through Sept. 30. "MaratiSade"
was voted the "Best Play of
1966" by the New York Critics.
Young, who joined the SJS
faculty in 1965, is teaching
courses in Ameriettn government
and the legislative process.
His fellow panel members will
include, Mark Scherer, author;
Walter Sokel, professor of German; Stanley Eichelbaum, San
Francisco Examiner; Berry
Kroeger. the New York actor
who portrays the Marquis de
Sade; Robert Loper, producing
director of the Stanford Repertory Theater; and Barbara Bladen, drama critic of the San Mateo Times.

By ELAINE OKAVEs
51,ai I in Daily Staff Writer
unly Med happens
y
.j.,hrt Lee Hooker, blues
singer and guitarist. said, "it’s
what happened to your foreparent -s find other people. And
Brit’s what makes the btu,’ "
This explanation by a tat.,
ma, of what the blues mean..
to him was demonsi rated vet belly and musically during the
Sept. 17. Saturday afternoon concert, "Blues All The Way," of
the Ninth Annual Monterey Jazz
Festival. As usuel, SJS jazz fans
were among the enthusiastic
listeners at the three day festival, Sept. 16-18.
Host and narrator Jon Hendricks told the children, seated
in a semi -circle facing him, about
the evolution of the blues from
the slave’s spirituals to the echodelic sounds of the Jefferson
Airplane,
BLI7ES ORIGIN
Hendricks related in a rhyming narrative that the blues came
originally from "the sounds of
beasts and the sounds of birds."
Then the Jon Hendricks Trio
with
Hendricks
as vocalist,
Larry Vuckovich on piano. Bob
Maize on bass and Clarence
Becton on drums, beat out a
congo-drum version of animal
sounds.
Hendricks mentioned the slaves
from the West Indies whose
"links with home were broken."
Hendricks’ narrative then
moved on to New Orleans, the
"Paris of the New World"
where the "words became blues."
Blues singers Memphis Slim
and Shakey Horton sang soulful

New Orleans
blues
Hot ter,
played a harmonica his I
nod deter! with the
lirclize. The audience %.,to cap pp
with !he bluest
v1VilA
I
’
Marna Willie
. I to lie the
.61 the proIt e it she
Nothin’ But
A II
loceived her
ft.’
ag ovations.
ai of the blues
.0 the attrition/1
. ,.spiedicted, "The
Ie here when we get
bluebitch. s. . S (-ante through you
-nut Is 5.5, you."
NItultly Waters and his band
preferred low. groanine Founds
of the sad blues accentuated by
a heavy bass piano.
The blurs heat is..
11 io.’1.; on a
e sock
I
-on;
an.I
111. jazz
.1
,Ilt modno .1,..
ern blues bands of Paul Butterfield and the .1-11orson Airplane.
SCRIUNDs lI S I.:Mit:RATED
1,5\ erberan
These nrw.,
5,
Med :mown.’ 1 1,
but the sit...,
’doe ed
,
up in the
of the
iii
bas.s and
. ass
The Jefferson Airplane group
echoed with wild, throbbine
sounds, only slightly reminisce!).
of the original blues,
The last notes blew out with
the breeze: soulful WOIIIS were
hushed. The sense of sound deadened. In its place, the sense of
smell penetrated the itit with
Imo,. and
mustard, ha: Is
I t
NI
II if’d
col et. as III,

Much Experimenting
Evidenced Sunday
lt
LEP:
11.11,ER
Spartan Diril) Sport,. Erlitirr
No theme was given, but Sunday afternoon at the Monterey
Jazz Festival might easily have
been an afternoon mind excursion.
With the John Handy III
Quintet, The Dan Ellis 21 Piece Workshop Orchestra, The
Charles Lloyd Quartet and Gil
Evans and the MJF All -Star
Orchestra, the sounds ventured
into creative experimentation.
Handy, the star of the ’65 edition, was the crowd favorite.
Since his performance, the group
has gained nation-wide acclaim.
"Scheme No. 2" especially
reached into the depths of mind
excursion as the group toyed
with imaginative sounds.
HANDY’S SAX
Adorned with his traditional
turban, Handy led the group on
the alto saxophone, inking with
the exceptionally responsive
crowd.
The feature of the afternoon,
Handy was preceded by other
talent, less known but promising.
Don Ellis led off the show, immediately drawing attention
with his original "332221222."
Attempting to explain his complex rhythm pattern, he often
lost the crowd in an array of
explanat ion.
But his music explained itself

.. sin

111151F11,
II

lIst’s’ Of

II, 1

A is imendous
vi,
thz11:. .1, well as creative. Ell’,
was all over the stage, often
changing the pattern to fit his
mood. On for an hour and a
half, the group had a tough time
leaving the
With the
of numbers and
use of instruments I ’i
two
1 a Ill
drums, t’
drums, 5551,,: fl
Hisses, t am’, I
Int which Ellis
is a master, alt., saxes, the effect was powerful.
LLOYD QUINTET
Start ling to newcomers was the
Charles 1- loyd Quintet. With
Lloyd ethnic in K41(231’8111_1, and
his three aides apparent Union
Square refugees, the sellout audience vilwated as the group
swung
’1,m tune to tune.
rIck a,
. until the curtain
closed.
Expert on the flute and tenor
sax, Lloyd also used Isis group
in toying with innovations. Although using somewhat traditional material, enough soulful
techniques were interposed to
make the sound unique.
Closing out was the Gil Evans
group.
Playing soothing and gentle
music, the itrehestra WaS overshadowed by the previous
groups.
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Coed Students Receive Bids
185 .. asn students received
"ii day afternoon at the
bids
Cat lailw Women’s Center to
pledge a sorority. The record
rush number was an increase
of 20 women over last year’s
mond, acrding to Miss Virginia I:1 ,. attivities adviser.
s,
a, will spend the next
six to ten %Necks pledging their
new rushees and concluding with
an initiati in after which pledges
will become actives. "This usually occurs at the beginning of
the second semester," Miss Ellis
said.
Pledges will be presented on
Parents’ Day, Oct. 15, at each
sorority’s "Open House" program.

president; Sue Walker, treasurer;
activities adviser; and Linda Hill.

PANHELLENIC Council members look over their
last year’s scrapbook. From left are Maureen

president; Sue Hall; Carol Hales, ex_Dunn,
_

SJS Band To Play
At Saturday’s Game
Featuring its famous patented
"Run -On," the SJS Marching
Band will begin another football
game Saturday night at 7:45
p.m. when SJS plays against
Brigham Young University.
Under the direction of Roger
Muzzy, music professor; and
William Nicolosi, graduate music
major and assistant director, the
120 piece all male marching
band will start the pre-game
show with the spirited "Run-On,"
according to Don Matthew, publicity chairman. The theme will
be the traditional patriotic flavor including "The Battle Hymn
of the Republic," sung in four
part harmony.
Half time will feature the following events:

The band’s original "Down
Field March of the Spartans,"
plus precision drills involving
changing geome,rie figures.
The Band -Aides, which includes 12 SJS women students
who will dance to tunes such as,
"lye Got Plenty of Nothing."
sung by Barbra Streisand.
Miss
Sandy
;ermine,
reiyming National Two Baton
Twirling champion and holder of
the Miss S,TS 1965 title, will be
featured twirler in her own
number.
Fireworks will also be presented.
The hand will conclude with
formation and an ending precision drill.

35% discount
The
Ilaek
To
School
shoppers
will
find
V./4, lIGII VS at SATHER GATE a great place to
shop for NIttiCs apparel! V, here else can
find
(plant% merchandise for the traditional iltasatr at
sa% int.ts like this? The 33’Ir discount applic- in all
1)epar111ents. IC, Back
School shopping sm.
lugs! Don’t iiiss
i
tett!

SHOP EARLY

Virginia Ellis,

Senior Key
Sets Meeting
For October
Anyone interested in the Senior Key Program? If so, try to
make one of the Senior Key
Orientation meetings. The first
meeting will be Oct. 4 in Tower
Hall, TH141, at 4:30 p.m., and
is being held to explain the Senior Key privileges and responsibilities, Maxine Hand, asst. to
associate dean said today.
Women students who have
completed 90 units or more at
the start of the semester or are
21 years or older may receive
the Key by attending one of the
Orientation meetings. Attendance is a must to be considered
for the key!
Students are only eligible for
the senior key if they live in a
center which has submitted an
application and plan of operation to the Senior Key Board.
The board is organized to handle all situations involving the
Key Program. Members are appointed by the AWS Judicial
The Senior Key Program was
administered by AWS under the
supervision of the Associated
Dean of Students. The purpose
of the program is to give students additional responsibilities
in their living centers. The students are also freed from the
restrictive hours set by AWS
standards.
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Deadline tor application hams
for Associated Women Students
AWS) Judicial Board inlet views
will

be

today

at

5

p.m.

All

junior and senior women wi),
are interested in applying for
the position should come to the
Administration Building, ADM174, and fill out an application
form.
AWS board interviews will be
held Thursday at 3:30 p.m. in
ADM229.

Wednesday. September 21, Illeta

%PART %N

Match Box
MARRIAGES
Abiton, junior social
from Inglewood,
major
science
Calif., has announced her marriage to tat Lt. Roger Wolfe,
a 1965 West Point graduate. The
couple was married Sept. 17 at
St. Eugene’s Church in Inglewood. They will reside at Ft.
Bliss. Tex., where Lt. Wolfe is
stationed in the U.S. Army.
ENGAGEMENTS
Margaret Huey, graduate English literature mapor from Cambrian Park, has announced her

ent.t.t...tolictit i I
from Willow I ;I,
attended three
majoring In social science. He is
currently serving in the U.S.
Navy. The couple plan a Sept.
1968 wedding.
PINNING.;
Jeanette NI.
ology iii;, ii
!
been pinned to Rob, I
trine, senior
from Stanford. Crumrine is a
member of Chi Psi fraternit
and is from Los Angeles.

Students considered as rushers
were requited to be in clear
standing in the college, to be
registered with the Panhellenic
office, have a 2.0 overall average
and a 2.0 average in the semester preceding the rush, and ad united as a regular undergraduate student at the college.
Fraternities will have open
rush until Sept. 25. Students
may sign up at booths located
on Seventh Street. After that
date male students should go
to the Student Activities office,
A0M242, to sign up.

Graduate School
List Requirements
Unspecified graduate students
who have established by Sept. 1,
1966 nine units of 3.0 work in
graduate status are eligible for
admission to the Graduate
School of Business. Other unspecified graduate students will
not be admitted to the Graduate School of Business unless
their upper-division undergraduate GPA was 2.75 or more.

Need a Roommate?

HAILER ATTENDS CONCLAVE

Looking for a very special person? Find him or her fast with a

Dr. Harold H. Haller, professor of secondaty education, repreesnted SJS as one of 70 national leaders who attended the
recent 12th annual Lake Okoboji
Educational Media Leadership
conference,
The
Conference.
sponsored by the University of
Iowa, examined the impart of
federal legislation on educational
media and responsibility to other
media-oriented groups.

Spartan Daily Classified Ad. You can place a classified ad in
J206 any Monday thru Friday 9:30 .m. to 4:30 p.m.

SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS

UNITED CAMPUS CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP INVITES:
Presbyterian. United Church of Christ, Disciples of Christ, and Fellow Inquirer Students

To a: HALF-PRICE DINNER AT MAGOO’S HIDEAWAY
4th & San Fernando

SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 25

Householders Meeting
HouseAWS MEET I NG
holders will meet today at 10
a.m, in the Home Economies
building, HEI., to discuss the
changes in the Associate Women
Students, (AWS) rules and organization. They will also discuss
the senior key program and the
recent changes which have occurred in it.
STUDENT PERSONNEL
Campus Chaplains will meet Friday at 9:30 a.m, with members
of the student personnel in Cafeteria A to discuss how students
can make their religious preferences known.

Applications Due
For AWS Board

6:00-8:00 p.m.
(Includes any pizza. spaghetti, or hot sandwich meal
$L35 or under. You pay half, UCCF pays half.
Limit of 65 on a first -come-first-serve basis.)

AND TO HEAR: DR. 1%101{111S J. SANDERSON
Nuclear Physicist and now Director, Religion and Race, United Presbyterian Church.
California.

$383

Sl’EAK ON:

-STUCK FOR A
VORD ?

"THE

JOHINEY OF BEING"

ABOUT HIS TALK DR. SANDERSON MAKES THESE COMMENTS:
"Tin most profound question asked by any man ill any generation is, in its elementalquestion which relates to the purpose and meaning of his existence. Contemporar man asks the Saline ijin
He requests that the answer he in a form which corresponds to his inner awareness. Ite
related to his experience, and provide riles ant meaning for his life pilgrimage. His retpmd i. reasonfinti.

ably. It summons its to come forth with that teaching and communication which ins lie his ion his commitment. :mil his participation. VI e must respond to that summons and continue in the imlitoished work.
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At the current rate of DoRtion
men "ejected annually, there will
be quite a pool to be used before
the draft boards dip into the colleges.
But as soon as this vast pool sit
former rejects is gone, the I -A
man will be next, and then the
II -S. At trust for now, there is no
real threat to the college comThe local draft board has not munity
yet received its October quota
total of inductees.
Apparently only 22 students
were requested to drop out of
school to be drafted last fall. However, the monthly culls were not
as record breaking as they are
1
now.
November will be another nervous month for the I -A man. Fortythree thousand seven hundred will
be called in that period.
Full -tone students may receive
Eight thousand took the draft free inallUt liZa lions against smalltest from this board’s jurisdictive pox, diotheria-tetanus, tetantis,
area. How many failed is being phoid, para-iyphoirl, anti influenza
kept a seem by the board.
every Tuesday from 9 a.m. to noon
Since no word has been issued and every Friday from 1 to 4 pm
saying that another test will be in HI1130. Ninth and San Carl, iziven. I -A students will have to streets, atiiirding to Dr.
1work on academic improvement Gray, director of Student Ile dil
to get a II -S rating, then notify services.
the hoard of their new GPA berme
All immunizations exeript for in
Pie "envelope in the mail" comes, I fluenza are also provided without
The draft board does not know extra charge to limited student
how many 21 to 26 -year-olds are faculty and staff members. Influleft. This number would tend to enza immunization is 50 cents per
when college students injection. Charge is payable
predict
would be called.
Student Affairs Business Office.
There is a limit on the number Building P. Receipt must be preof draft deferments each school sented at time of service,
can issue. Those eligible :ire enStudents unier 21 must have
couraged to apply as soon as they written consent from a parent or
can after registration, or they may guardian to obtain the immuniza
have to wait until February next tions. Consent forms may he obyear. First come, first served is tained at the Health Center.
now the basis.
weeks ti,
"It takes at least
THowever, pressure for the I -A complete the
TTI ji.,(1 ions, :4,1
man is not even that bad now. The We recornnteo,I ti,,,t -,!,Ierits begin
October call will include the first them early .
TT
;T :t
med.
of those 40,000 rejectees recently
reinstated by a new defense move.
PANKKATZ

The local draft board covering
opinion polls that have an increasing and in my SJS insures calls of college stu_
mning will be the !opinion a proper role in the de- dents will not start at a fantastic
,
,n for negotiation of termination of educational policies rate.
Ile noted that the and in personnel decisions."
This follows the announcement
ol trustees is not authorized I
However, Dr. Clark added that by the Defense Department that
t. ireisin collectively,
each of the faculty organizations 09,200 would be called in OctoAcademic Senate offers al"has something signifirant to con- ; bet% the highest monthly call in
,et is, chile’ for ;siding the tribute in repres,in ing the sic’, ,1113 years.
ft.-Lite& ’The senates ’ for improveni.no,"
Students classified II -S are safe
-nil sound, acconding to a spokesfrom local board
61. The
op ptiority 26-year-olds will eon’ Tiue to be called first.
victor a new draft information
T the student is not obligated
his grade information to
:.al unless he feels his
is high enough to give
in ;!
classification.
Asii
rids now, those reeeivT a 11-S rating must be in the
thirds of their class.
’lass grades are not
T,T the draft boards. Only the
,Tainlxir of units and class standing
0 stir-iced at by the registrar are
nt.
Otherwise, class standing is sent
the board for those who are dent in the II -S range. Before
are sent, however, the stuMEW
1,1 s permission must be given
the registrar.
The permission form is form 109.
Ns the registrar’s office.
limn There is no charge
al vice. Information will
t he boards during the
SAliallidiMINIMMIIIM
..,.
, 1r if instruction.
lie’s’ front, the results of
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the college draft tests are in and
have been sent. A score of 70 is
passing for undergraduates. while
gO places graduate students in the
clear.
Those who failed the test, and
thus remain in the 1-A Class will
be the first to be called when the
draft qualified 19 and 20-year-old
men reach the top of the list.

Health Center
To Give Free
Immunizations

Grads
raining
For VISTA

Two recent SJS graduates have
completed a six week VISTA training course and received assign2o. ments from the Office of Economic Opportunity.
Ida Pacheco and Nancy Hill,
both June graduates in sociology.
will each serve one year in the
volunteer poverty program.
Miss Pacheco will serve the
VISTA Prban project in Honolulu,
Mks Hill will work with
the
City-Wide Coordin-,i in.; Cr an mis let’ of New York
(lily.

You will always
get the best
food and beverages
at

SPARTAN
LUNCH
A nice place
to eat: in our
heated patio or
if the
veather is tine

fir,

Robert S. McNamara officially
stated Aug. 25 that this reinstatement program would continue to
guarantee deferments for college
students.
The 40,000 formerly disabled
men will be called gradually over
the next ten months, starting in
October, Secretary of Defense Mcnamrum said, After that, 100,000
of these youths will be taken
yearly.
Nationwide, there are 2.3 million men classified I -Y. The disabled have mental, moral, or physical defects.

Sandw iehes
U

UC Alumni To Hear
Kerr at Banquet

The Santa Clara County U(’
Alumni Club will sponsor a banquet in San Jose Thursday, Sera.
29, at Lou’s Village, 1465 W. San
Carlos, with Pres. Clark Kerr ol
the University of California scheduled to be the guest speaker.
President Kerr’s topic still lie
"The Real Issue in Higher 1Iduciition." Pres. and Mrs. Robert I).
Clark of SJS will attend as guests
of the U.C. Club.

Tuna Egg
(;rilleil Cheese

1

Fishburger
Spartan Burger
Cheese Burger
liam and Cheese
Liverwurst
Steak Burger
Steak Sandwich

7 4 AC’,
’ff.:. 4

7:144

Hot Dog

Pr

Pizza Bun
NEW AND USED

Beverages

hi

TEXTBOOKS
WOlek

’17
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Cola, liniq Beer

ART SUPPLIES

.
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1_:,,--..Irr

Orange Drink
PAPERBACKS
----r-- ’

f !.-"*"..

)t.,1 FJT PENT

,.Ari

ILLETET THEY IZAIED TN’ TUITION AGAIN TI-115 YEAR."
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ROOMS,

PLENTY OF

To buy, sell, rent or
announce anything,
just fill out and clip
this handy order
blank.

E’..)

CLASSIFIED RATES
Minimum
Three lines One time
One time
3 lines - 1.50
4 lines

Send to- Spartan Daily
CLASSIFIEDS.
1206, San lose State
College, San lose.
Calif. 95114.

11111111:2=Z1111

294.6414, Ens. 2465

2.75

2.50

2.50

3.25

3.50 --

3.75

4.00

.50

.50

50

Print your ad here:
(Count approximately 33 Letters and Sp:.ccs
or Each Line)
Do Not Abbreviate
No refunds possible on canceled ads.

Address
Phone

Rich creamy

PARKING

milk shakes
FAST, FRIENDLY

3.00

3.00

Announcements (I)
Automotive (2)
For Sale (3)
Help Wanted (4)
Housing (5)
Lost and Found (6)
Personals (7)
Services (8)
Transportation (9)

For

2.25

2.00

/

ROBERTS

SERVICE

The place
where you
always get
a good cup

’glen POO,!

Open Monday thru Saturday

Open ’til 9 Mon. thru Thurs.

Enclosed is

of coflee

SPARTAN
LUNCH
215 So. 4th St.

Start ad on

330 So. 10th St.
days.

Patter cups to
take nut

Five times

5 lines

CHECK A
CLASSIFICATION

City

Three times

6 lines
Add this
amount for
each addi
tional line

Name
Send in handy order blank. Enclose I
cash or check. Male check out to I
Spartan Daily Classifieds.
Phone

mugs or ill
SWEATSHIRTS

c,’7 \

,
OUiET APTS
FURNISHED

nj

Vi
V

served in chilled

/!/.1.

)

Across from men’s dorms’

Opposite Science Bldg.
elnewoemon= Ger weinwiemeitimisomoneen,a...,

